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. Toutes nos références à propos de coffret-la-pat-patrouille. Garantie à domicile. Amazon.fr: Pat Patrouille Saison 2 Integrale Paw Patrol. Pour devenir policier, Percy a besoin de ses amis : Chase, Buck, Koda, Rocky et Rubble. Pat Pattelouille 2 (Paw Patrol) Live The Season 2 Final Season. 0Q: Can I intercept or emulate a Facebook login via the Graph API?
The premise of my question is the recent changes in the Facebook Graph API which now allow you to retrieve a user's basic profile information (including, in some cases, age and gender). If the user has chosen to make this information public (such as a current employer), it's possible to retrieve the user's basic profile using the Facebook Graph API. Is it
possible to use the Facebook Graph API to emulate or intercept a user's login to Facebook, so that we can login as that user via our application? A: No. The OAuth "login" is handled by Facebook's authentication servers. In fact, that is the same as all OAuth logins. Once you have an authentication token you can call the graph APIs and there is no guessing as
to who the user is, or anything like that. Q: Load a div with jQuery and show it when the div is not empty I am trying to load the all div's in a div named #contenu with jQuery and show them only when they are not empty. This code works fine : //adds the header $('#contenu').append(''); //adds the footer $('#header').append(''); I just want to add a div named
"text" to this script and put some text there, so that when the div #contenu is empty, it shows the "text". So far, I tried doing this : //adds the header $('#contenu').append('Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa
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